The pulmonary bioprosthetic heart valve: its unsuitability for use as an aortic valve replacement.
The porcine pulmonary bioprosthetic heart valve represents an alternative means of aortic valve replacement (AVR), though knowledge of its biomechanical function and characteristics is limited. The valve has potential advantages over the aortic bioprosthesis; notably, it lacks the muscular shelf of the right coronary cusp of the latter bioprosthesis. The study aim was to investigate the suitability of the porcine pulmonary bioprosthetic valve for AVR. Porcine pulmonary and aortic roots were zero pressure-fixed with 0.5% buffered glutaraldehyde, characterized, and compared with fresh porcine pulmonary and aortic roots. The in-vitro analysis included assessment of mechanical properties, hydrodynamic function, geometry of the pulmonary root, and durability. The fixed pulmonary roots and fresh aortic roots were similar in certain aspects of mechanical response, notably leaflets in the radial direction and the root wall. The fixed pulmonary root was slightly more compliant than the fixed aortic root, and this led to an improvement in forward flow hydrodynamic function. The reverse flow hydrodynamic function of the pulmonary roots was poor; fresh pulmonary roots exhibited a trivial closed valve regurgitant volume. On fixation, this characteristic was aggravated, leading to a gross closed valve regurgitant volume in 50% of all fixed pulmonary roots. The cause of leakage was identified as a prolapsed anterior leaflet. Durability of the fixed pulmonary root was also inferior to that of the fixed aortic root; three fixed pulmonary roots subjected to accelerated fatigue testing showed signs of leaflet macroscopic damage. Overall, the performance of the porcine pulmonary bioprosthesis was far inferior to that of the currently used porcine aortic bioprosthesis. Hence, the porcine pulmonary bioprosthetic valve was deemed unsuitable for AVR.